Suggested digging practices for draglines
First, follow a proven method of drilling and
blasting. If you leave the breakup of a rock formation to the bucket, the rope’s life will suffer.

stress on your rope, requiring more power to
lift the same load. Up to 42% more power for
the “poor” digging position as shown here.

When digging, the fundamental rule is the same
as shovels. Always dig as near the optimum
position as possible. Position the bucket directly
in line with the axis of the boom and as near the
boom point as possible. This position places less
load on your hoist and drag ropes, and makes the
most of their service life.

Operator technique is also very important to
your ropes’ service life. By overloading
the bucket or increasing the stall amperage
or clutch pressure to allow larger-than-recommended loads, you can overload the rope and
increase downtime for rope replacement. Ideally, the bucket should fill in a relatively short
distance – approximately two bucket lengths.

Your wire ropes’ service life will suffer, however,
when you dig at less optimal angles. A wide angle, for example, that involves overcasting of the
bucket will cause undue stress on the bucket,
rope and rigging. A narrow angle can put more

SHEAVE GROOVE
SIZE, CONTOUR
AND SMOOTHNESS
SHOULD BE
MONITORED

When a “minimum
for worn” sheave
gauge does not
reach the bottom of
the groove, the sheave
should
be replaced for
maximum rope life.

DIG AS NEAR THE OPTIMUM POSITION AS POSSIBLE
As the angle of digging moves closer to the dragline, you need more power to lift the same load.
1. Avoid casting of the bucket. Undue stress and unequal load is put on the rope.
2. The best digging zone – requires 3.5% more power than needed to lift the same load vertically.
3. Good digging zone – requires 15% more power to lift.
4. Poor digging zone – requires 42% more power to lift.
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Grooves that are too
small or tight can
cause pinching and
increased rope wear.

Grooves that are
too wide can cause
flattening of the rope.
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